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you just create a new project and select import > import settings from the cc 2017 app menu, then
pick after effects settings from the list and follow the prompts for the remaining configuration tasks
for your new project. after that, you can either import multiple settings files or go ahead and create
your own settings file by selecting create settings file from the cc 2017 app menu. when you open
your new project in after effects 2017, you will see all your imported settings in the settings panel on
the main workspace. if you use the preferences panel to navigate, you will see the selected settings
in a list when you select the project settings tab. an important change in this release is the ability to
update projects from after effects 2017 to after effects 2018 by simply opening the.aep project file in
after effects 2017 and following the prompts. the new release also includes several other updates,
including support for newer file formats and improved support for quicktime prores and prores raw
files. full release notes are available online on the creative cloud help center. the new release of
premiere pro cc 2017 is available worldwide as a free update for existing subscribers, and is
currently being offered at a special introductory price. if you are new to adobe creative cloud, you
can subscribe for just $19.99/month for access to the same suite of desktop and mobile apps as well
as all of the latest updates as they are released. the new release of after effects cc 2017 includes
several major changes and improvements, including support for the new feature of exporting to.slo
files for direct upload to youtube, the ability to track text layers and keyframes in an animation, the
ability to create video effects with multiple layers and layers that respond to the host layer, the
ability to animate text layers and keyframes in an animation, and many other features and
improvements.
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cracker" in short, and its a blast. The release of the latest version of the fully featured creative suite
with after effects CC 2017 allows for the inclusion of creative media, including video, to be utilized in

the graphics processing core. The integration of these creative tools seamlessly into a single UI
makes it even easier than ever to draw, animate, and integrate created content in any way. By

extension, the software may prove valuable to performing such tasks. The new release may also
greatly enhance your ability to manipulate music, film, and television, as well as other media. And,
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